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I. Proposal
Annex 6 - Appendix 1, amend to read:

"Annex 6 - Appendix 1
Location of lower anchorages - Angle requirements only
Seat

Front*

M1

Other than M1

buckle side (α2)

45° - 80°

30° - 80°

other than buckle side (α1)

30° - 80°

30° - 80°

angle constant

50° - 70°

50° - 70°

bench - buckle side (α2)

45° - 80°

20° - 80°

bench - other than buckle
side (α1)

30° - 80°

adjustable seat with seat back
angle < 20°

20° - 80°
45° - 80° (α2)*
20° - 80°(α1)*

20° - 80°

30° - 80°

20° - 80° Ψ

Rear ≠
Folding

No belt anchorage required.
If anchorage fitted: see angle requirements Front and Rear.

Notes:
≠:
outboard and centre.
*:
if angle is not constant see paragraph 5.4.2.1.
Ψ:
45° - 90° in the case of seats on M2 and M3 vehicles."

II. Justification
1.

UN Regulation No. 14., 06 series of amendments paragraph 5.3.6. read as follows:

"5.3.6. For all folding seats, or seating intended solely for use when the vehicle is stationary
as well as for all the seats of any vehicle which are not covered by paragraphs 5.3.1.
to 5.3.4., no belt anchorages are required. However, if the vehicle is fitted with
anchorages for such seats, these anchorages must comply with the provisions of this
Regulation. In this case, two lower anchorages shall be sufficient."
2.

UN Regulation No. 14., 07 series of amendments this changed into:

"5.3.6. For all seats, intended solely for use when the vehicle is stationary as well as for all
the seats of any vehicle which are not covered by paragraphs 5.3.1. to 5.3.4., no belt
anchorages are required. However, if the vehicle is fitted with anchorages for such
seats, these anchorages must comply with the provisions of this Regulation. Any
anchorage intended solely for use in conjunction with a disabled person's belt, or any
other restraint system according to Regulation No. 107, 02 series of amendments,
Annex 8, do not need to conform to the requirements of this Regulation."
3.
There are no special provisions for folding seats anymore, other than for seats intended
solely for use when the vehicle is stationary.
4.
The table of Annex 6 – Appendix 1 is not meant to describe the requirements for the
number of mandatory anchorages, but to define the angle requirements for the lower
anchorages only.
5.
Unfortunately, this table did not get updated when UN Regulation No. 14, 07 series
of amendments was adopted and has led to confusion. This proposal aims to correct this
inconsistency.
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